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1: The World of M.C. Escher - Eric T Moore Books
Maurits Cornelis Escher, usually referred to as M.C. Escher, was a Dutch graphic artist. He is known for his often
mathematically inspired woodcuts, lithographs and mezzotints. He is known for his often mathematically inspired
woodcuts, lithographs and mezzotints.

Each essay is to be regarded as a stand-alone piece, with comparisons between the two genres generally made
afterwards. Music is another field replete with his work, with about distinct covers an exact figure is trying to
determine, for reasons of which I discuss below. Furthermore, it is also interesting to compare the favoured
choices between the different cover art mediums. Another notable aid was the discogs. Note that on occasions,
it is not always possible to present the findings in an ideal was as possible, given that this is wholly an internet
search; I do not have a single music instance of Escher artwork in my collection of Escher material. There are
varieties of complications that militate against a straightforward listing. Names of the recording and group are
not always clear-cut. Dates of issue are sometimes not given. Some albums appear to have been re-released,
other are bootlegs. Other avenues for confusion are minor variations of covers. Although indeed strictly of
three different instances, to regard these as three different covers is to give a false impression, and so such
instances, for analysis purposes, are regarded as just one. Another aspect of confusion is that of bootlegs. In
particular, Pink Floyd has many examples. What is or is not original material is not always clear. Some have
artwork on both front and reverse, and inside. Likely, the listing here is more or less complete, at least for
English and US covers. An open question is that of foreign instances, of which I am on less certain ground.
Despite thorough searches, very few new instances arose, and so I conjecture that the list, at least for English
and US references is more or less complete. Certainly, there may well be other instances, but this would
involve relatively few, for the sake of a number ten or so perhaps even much less. Simply stated, the number
of recordings pales significantly as when compared to books, and so there is simply more opportunity for book
covers by sheer weight of numbers. I am at the whim of search engines or more exactly Google; Bing and
Yahoo are next to no use in these matters. It must remain doubtful whether a complete list of every Escher
artwork ever used will be feasible, although possibly records are kept with the Escher foundation as regards
permissions. I would not be in the least surprised if there would be a few more upon a more exhaustive search.
Indeed, I have largely confined my search to English language covers; likely foreign instances will be just as
popular. Speculating as regards foreign instances is fraught with difficulty, perhaps there may well yet remain
much more. As ever, an open invite to readers â€” are you aware of any Escher cover artwork not featured
here? If so, I would like to know of it. Do feel free to contribute any new instances. Upon the initial
chronological listing, one can then sift for different aspects. This was in , with Scaffold beating Mott The
Hoople by a few months [2]. Such a late attribution seems surprising late in this context the first in a book was
tem years earlier, in ; does anyone know of an earlier instance? Escher himself twice turned this down. If
permitted, this would have apparently been the first music cover, being of January of that year, predating
Scaffold, Mott the Hoople and The Youngbloods of the same year. If permitted this would have apparently
been the first music cover, being of January of that year. Second, there is also a Beatles connection, although
here a little more tenuous, and does not concern The Beatles directly. Steven Heller in Eyemagazine [3]
quotes: There was at least one more influence: Escher and desperately wanted his work for the Beatles book.
So he flew to Holland and met him at his house in Baarn; he bought a couple of prints intended for the book,
but left them on the train. Minus Escher, the Beatles book came out in with a first printing of 1,, copiesâ€¦.
What a pity he left the prints on the train! Of interest is that, with very few exceptions, none of the bands listed
here are household names. Certainly, most people will be familiar with Mott the Hoople, Pink Floyd and The
Scaffold, at least of a certain age, but this was from way back, in the s and s. On a personal note, this essay and
latterly investigation has long been in gestation, indeed, ever since , when I saw an article by C. Broos in The
World of M. This features eight instances of Escher cover art pp. Does anyone have contact details of Broos?
Is he still alive? It would be most interesting to contact him on these matters. Indeed, the Broos mention rather
than a strict listing , in appears to be the first of what can be called a listing of sorts, or perhaps better
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described as an illustration, with three covers, p. P and The Mandrake Memorial. Such listings, surprisingly,
appear to be at a premium. Another, essentially oblique reference is in Holland Herald, of p. Amazing Images,
of c. Quite simply, there is nothing like it on the web. That by Snellius is also comprehensive, albeit not as
complete as Shieh. Aside from this, I am unaware of other listings of any note, formal or otherwise. Does
anyone know of others? The World of M. Abradale Press, , pp. First published in Eye No. In Holland Herald,
Vol.
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2: ESCHER, MAURITS C - Books on recreational and popular mathematics, etc
C.H.A. Broos is the author of Kunst En Kunstbedrijf ( avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, published ), Scientific Examination
of Early Netherlandish.

For a long time, I have many unanswered questions in tessellation-related matters concerning people, of which
this concerns their works or of the person themselves. I would dearly like to track these people down some
now possibly deceased , or can anyone tell me what became of them and hear their story. Below I show the
person I am interested in, with the point of interest in brackets and the query. James came to prominence as the
discoverer of a type 10 pentagon in Did he continue his studies and his work on pentagons? Is there a picture
of him? Are you there, Richard? Rolf Stein Pentagon Tilings Rolf Stein is another pentagon discoverer, a type
14 in , of which next to nothing is known. Again, did he continue his studies and his work on pentagons? Are
you there, Rolf? It would be nice to know from him as to how this article arose. Many questions remain, such
as was Escher contacted preceding this, and if so what was his opinion. Upon looking for him, it is evident
that he is still alive, and indeed active, at the age of 71, but his contact details remain elusive. His associate of
the time, and also likely in connection with the article, Michael Moorcock, is also still with us, but he too
remains elusive. Are you there, Charles and Michael? Teeters, of Michigan, USA, seemed to flourish in the
mids being disappearing into obscurity. What became of him? Are you there, Joseph? I asked the Japanese
Tessellation Association for any details about him, but he was unknown to them. Are you there, Michio? He
may even still be alive. Maths, science, computing and music specialist with side interests in dancing, font
design, Celtic knotwork etc Upon being suitably impressed by his work to follow up, I enquired of him on that
site, to which he was somewhat obscure, in two mails, saying: Are you there, Sef? Stevens Tessellations Does
anyone know what became of Peter S. Among his publications, in particular, was Handbook of Regular
Patterns, this featuring some of his Escher-like tessellation artwork. Seemingly little is known of him, beyond
details on the flyleaf on another of his books, Patterns in Nature: Stevens is an architect who has specialized in
acoustics and in the development of prototype designs for underwater structures. He is also a painter and
photographer. Did he continue his work in tessellation? Are you there, Peter? What gave her the idea? Have
the preliminary drawings and history somehow survived? Her husband was the son of was a notable architect,
H. Cluster Puzzles Art Nugent died in , although it appears his son, N. There is much I would like to know
about Art. Are you there, N. Despite extensive searches, I have not been able to find any. Her place in cluster
puzzle history is most significant, being one of the early forerunners, with many questions arising thereof.
Have the preliminary drawing survived in the family archives? Are you there, the descendants of Elspeth?
Possibly they may have some more detail on this historical artefact, believed to be the first unambiguous
example of a cluster puzzle, and so of the utmost importance in a historical sense. Are you there, Jane and
Bill? I contacted Luck, but he could add little to what was already known. Are you there, Philip? Croton used
as a framework for his puzzles the Cairo tiling, not once but twice, and so given the early date for its
appearance is thus of more interest than of latter-day concerns. I tried contacting The Listener authorities for
further details, of which although I received a reply they were unable to tell me who he or she was. Are you
there, Croton? Broos Escher Tessellations Does anyone know what became of C. Broos, ex-curator of Modern
Art, Municipal Museum, The Hague, Netherlands, and seemingly a Dutch author of at least five books to his
name , art historian and commentator? Of particular interest is an insightful essay he wrote in The World of M.
I would like to ask him on this. He seems to have flourished in the s, but nothing of him has been heard since.
Possibly he has died. Further, oddly, only the initials of his name are known! Are you there, C. She seems to
have flourished in the s, but nothing of her has been heard since. There are seemingly no other publications.
Possibly she has died. Are you there, Josephine Mold? Hill rose to semi fame in as a result of sending in an
elegant solution to a geometrical dissection puzzle, of a Maltese Cross to a square, proposed by the puzzle
authority and dissection expert Henry Ernest Dudeney. However, Dudeney did not give any further details of
him, and for now, nothing is known of him. Greg Frederickson, also an authority on geometrical dissections,
made some speculations as to who he may have been, but the matter has still to be resolved: Does anyone
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know of the mysterious Mr A. Travers is of interest as regards his connection to the puzzlist Henry Ernest
Dudeney, of whom he posthumously edited two of his puzzle books A Puzzle-Mine and Puzzles and Curious
Problems. Seemingly little is known about Travers. Travers is also known in the field of geometric dissection,
of which he erroneously and outrageously? The story is told in Greg Frederickson [2], p. Of interest is his
interaction with Dudeney. He subsequently borrowed three books from Alice Dudeney and later bought more,
but which these are is not seemingly known. On the web, he is essentially anonymous. Are you there, any
descendants of his seven children? A Lewes Diary Cambridge University Press This is a splendidly
researched article, with much detail not previously known. I would like to ask her more. However, she appears
to delight in anonymity. No background detail in fashion? However, from her picture, she is obviously quite
young. Are you there, Priscilla? Created 28 October Updates: Jane and Bill Leach 20 December. Richardson
entry notably revised 22 December. Broos 22 September, Josephine Mold 2 November
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3: M.C. Escher: The Graphic Work by Taschen GmbH (Hardback, ) | eBay
The World of M.C. Escher by M.C. Escher The work of M.C. Escher / J.L. Locher --Escher: science and fiction / C.H.A.
Broos --Approaches to infinity / M.C. Escher --Structural sensation / G.W. Locher --The mathematical implications of
Escher's prints / H.S.M. Coxeter.

Day and Night detail , Bond of Union, Symmetry Drawing E20, Sky and Water I detail , Sun and Moon,
Pineta of Calvi, Smaller and Smaller, House of Stairs, Circle Limit IV, Plane Filling II detail , Symmetry
Drawing E42, Encounter detail , Symmetry Drawing E detail , Design Drawing detail , Symmetry Drawing
E81 detail , Symmetry Drawing E78 detail , Symmetry Drawing E3 detail , Symmetry Drawing E4,
Symmetry Drawing E16, Symmetry Drawing E19 detail , Symmetry Drawing E21, Symmetry Drawing E22
detail , Symmetry Drawing E23 detail , Symmetry Drawing E26 detail , Symmetry Drawing E31,
Symmetry Drawing E34B detail , Symmetry Drawing E35 detail , Symmetry Drawing E41 detail ,
Symmetry Drawing E53 detail , Symmetry Drawing E57 detail , Symmetry Drawing E64, Symmetry
Drawing E66, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Waterfall, advertising exhibition at Portland Art Museum.
Vorpal Gallery, San Francisco, Frieze in four pieces, each approx 1m by 22cm. Horsemen, advertising Escher
Congress and exhibition in Rome, Fratelli Palomba, Rome, Sky and Water, advertising M. Advertising the
above exhibition. Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Day and Night, advertising the above exhibition.
Large cardboard folder with trilingual text on it, enclosing six A3 size prints: Plus postcard advertising the
poster for sale. Symmetry Drawing , Present from Jeff Price at G4G5, Cat, c, white on black. Catalogue of
jigsaw puzzles from Escher pictures. Computer program for the Archimedes, on disc, with instruction
booklets, for creating Escher style tessellations. National Council for Educational Technology, Six bookmarks
with Escher patterns on both sides. Labelled BM â€” 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, Bought in Sacramento, Engineered by John
J. Pomegranate Artbooks, Petaluma, Calif. Escher patterns also occur on numerous puzzles which I have not
included here. Catalogue for an exhibition, Jun-Oct Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, , HB.
Sterling, , double spiral bound. Present from Sterling, with publicity flyer. Mah Jong and How to Play It. A
copy of this has been inserted in the book. See the booklet by Hall or its revised version in OCB. This is the
first edition in the BNC, pp, as noted by Hall. La Seconde Partie des Recreations Mathematiques. Nottes [sic]
sur les Recreations Mathematiques: Not vulgarly manifest till now. Invented and Written by William
Oughtred. The translator is unknown, though some have attributed the translation to Oughtred. See Hall as
cited above. Ens, Voignier; van Westen. A Russian translation appeared in Translated from French into
English, with further notes, by Rev. Fourth Edition, Carefully revised and corrected. Flyleaf inscription in
Latin by Walter Nichol, Edinburgh, presenting the book to Brodie in for achieving first prize. Truesdell and
omitting 4 pp. The Junior Week End Book. Gollancz, London, , 8th ptg, , HB. Based on the works of Edward
Gorey. Lateral Logic Mazes for the Serious Puzzler. Sterling, , 2nd ptg. Crowood Press, Swindon, Great
Moments in Mathematics Before Great Moments in Mathematics After An Introduction to the History of
Mathematics. Return to Mathematical Circles. A Survey of Geometry. In two vols, both HB. I, , 4th ptg, A
Century of Mathematics. Through the Eyes of the Monthly. The Exploratorium, San Francisco,
Exploratorium Visual Thinking Posters: Check Your Own I. Pelican, ; Penguin, Genius The Natural History
of Creativity. Present from and signed by all the Fletchers. Know Your Own IQ. Bookmark for their book:
4: Mateusz Gidaszewski BA dissertation by Mateusz Gidaszewski - Issuu
The five essays, including one by Escher himself, are unique in that they are by scientists as well as art historians: G. W.
Locher is professor of sociology at the University of Leyden, C. H. A. Broos is curator of prints at the Gemeentemuseum
in The Hague, H. S. M. Coxeter is professor of mathematics at Toronto University, and J. L. Locher is.

5: [M.C. Escher] :â–¾ The World of M.C. Escher âˆ´ BOOK ONLINE 21
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: German addresses are blocked - www.enganchecubano.com
C. H. A. Broos (Escher Tessellations) Does anyone know what became of C. H. A. Broos, ex-curator of Modern Art,
Municipal Museum, The Hague, Netherlands, and seemingly a Dutch author (of at least five books to his name), art
historian and commentator?

7: The World of M.C. Escher by M.C. Escher
On a personal note, this essay and latterly investigation has long been in gestation, indeed, ever since , when I saw an
article by C. H. A. Broos in The World of M.C. Escher, 'Escher: Science and Fiction' (the title is not particularly illustrative
of the content; perhaps betters described as 'Escher in Popular Culture'), pp.

8: The World of M.C. Escher : G. W. Locher :
The work of M.C. Escher / J.L. Locher Escher: science and fiction / C.H.A. Broos Approaches to infinity / M.C. Escher
Structural sensation / by G.W. Locher The mathematical implications of Escher's prints / H.S.M. Coxeter.

9: - World of M.C. Escher by J.L. Locher
Escher: Computer program for the Archimedes, on disc, with instruction booklets, for creating Escher style tessellations.
National Council for Educational Technology, Cup with: Hand with Reflecting Sphere and Moebius Strip II.
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